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Attention: I Learned Some Important Secrets by mistake... THESE SECRETS GIVE ME A NICE

MONTHLY INCOME WHEN MY BUSINESS SHOULD HAVE BOMBED! From: YOURNAME You might

think you know a lot about Internet Marketing (I certainly thought I did). You might think you know some of

the tricks of the trade that make the difference between $1,000 a month and $10,000 as an Internet

Marketer. IM GOING TO TELL YOU NOW THAT YOU DONT Its the 'difference' between learning to

speak a little Portuguese from a recording and living in Sao Paulo Brazil for a few years. You either teach

yourself or you learn from the people that 'know what they are speaking'... I struggled for some time to

make a living online and then suddenly, without warning everything got easier. The sales started coming

infast. My bank account grew and I realized I was on to something. There was only one problem. I didnt

have a CLUE why things had changed. I had no idea why my business had suddenly gone from a

struggling one or two thousand dollar a month hobby to a real monthly incomeand for LESS WORK. So

did I spend weeks looking at my business methods to find out why things had suddenly and dramatically

changed beyond my wildest dreams? Did I hire a management consultant to examine, in fine detail, every

aspect of my Internet Marketing methods to find out why my income had increased tenfold each and

every month? NO LIKE AN AMATURE I THANKED MY LUCKY STARS AND KICKED BACK TO ENJOY

MY NEW LUCK I carried on like this, not for weeks or months but for YEARS, enjoying my profits but not

having EVEN THE REMOTEST IDEA of why theyd suddenly rocketed into profit hyperspace. Hey if it aint

broke dont fix it right? Time passed and my profits increased. If youre looking for a rags to riches to rags

story youre reading the wrong website, because my profits have stayed in orbit. The only difference is

that youre about to read about a genuine case of someone (me) STUMBLING OVER WHAT I THINK

ARE THE SECRETS TO ONLINE SUCCESS. MARKETING SECRETS UNLOCKEDTM I had no burning

desire to find unlock this secret after all my profits were good and showed no sign of slacking off. WHAT I

DIDNT KNOW WAS THAT MY NEW FOUND SUCCESS WAS HANGING BY A THREAD AND COULD

COME CRASHING DOWN AROUND MY EARS AT ANY MOMENT. Luckily fate stepped in, and I

stumbled my way into guaranteed internet marketing successforever if thats what I wantpurely because I
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now know how to use the "Marketing Secrets Unlocked" Im about to reveal to you. Here's how it

happened: Id hired a ghostwriter to document some of my money-making methods with a view to

publishing them in my newsletter, ebooks and blog. While I was editing her work, I noticed certain

techniques were included in EVERY SINGLE ONE of my successful sales pages. Sales pages that Id

built that hadnt made much money were ones that DIDNT contain these methods. This is when I realized

Id stumbled on something very exciting. I experimented and put together a great product and a great

sales page and did everything I usually did except for one thing. I left out my trade secrets my

MARKETING SECRETS UNLOCKED. The site.BOMBED. I failed. Id done everything as I usually would

except for using my 'tricks of the trade' and my site failed miserably. It hit me like a train! The key to my

success was my "Marketing Secrets Unlocked". Now I dont use all the techniques in this book all the

time, but I do use SOME of them all the time. Ive not added any padding or fluff in this book Im going to

take you straight to the meat and bones of what I firmly believe can be a life, and income changing read

for you. There are certain triggers, pushes and manipulations that vastly increase the amount of sales you

will make. These are used on the most successful websites in Internet Marketing. You wont find them on

little sites that dont make any money. But you will have to use them to jump onto the wealth

bandwagonand trust me - you will once you see how hugely successful they can make your business,

and (lets be blunt) how much money you can make from them. Welcome to the inner circle guys..Im

about to hand you the key to open the secrets of successful Internet Marketing Here are just some

examples of the business-saving, life changing information that you will find inside this book: The gurus

secret of unlimited products often for free that is staring you in the face, ready to be accessed whenever

you wish Page 7 The launch success guarantee that is also a fast-cash generator Page 10 The three

pricing steps that ensures anyone reading your sales page will go straight to the payment button without

thinking Page 13 The BIGGEST Marketing Secrets Unlocked method to earning money online, and

exactly how to do it for maximum profit Page 15 The highly Marketing Secret Unlocked method used by

many gurus to launch their biggest and best money making ideas Page 18 The STUNNING Marketing

Secrets Unlocked method that the gurus fight to keep hidden. I used this and watched how my income

increased five times.and theres NO LIMIT to it. Page 21/22 The one little change to any sales page that

will almost ensure people buy from you Page 24 Why gurus REALLY give out free reports (hint its

something they really don't want you to know) Page 26 How REAL bum marketers let other people do the



work while they back the profits Page 26 The squeeze page truthand how to get top marketers to show

you their secrets. For free Page 31 Become an SEO expert in minutes once you know about this

Marketing Secrets Unlocked method even if you dont know what SEO is. Page 33 Make a killing selling

low price products, and why the experts have been lying to you about to stop you doing this. Page 38 The

Marketing Secrets Unlocked method that gives you the secret to how the big guys in marketing REALLY

make their money Page 40 Marketing Secrets Unlocked methods arent magic although if you use them

you might start to think they are. What they ARE, are deadly-effective ways of absolutely maximizing a

profit from everything you do online. Im telling you now looking you in the eye - and TELLING you that

Marketing Secrets Unlocked have made a huge difference to my online business. Without me being

aware of it, using some of these methods kept my business afloat when it should really have failed

miserably, but now using ALL of these remarkable Marketing Secrets Unlocked methods in my business

has increased my income to a level I couldnt have even dreamed about in the past. Thats fact.
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